We study the family of Bethe subalgebras in the Yangian Y pgq parameterized by the corresponding adjoint Lie group G. We describe their classical limits as subalgebras in the algebra of polynomial functions on the formal Lie group G 1 rrt´1ss. In particular we show that, for regular values of the parameter, these subalgebras are free polynomial algebras with the same Poincare series as the Cartan subalgebra of the Yangian. Next, we extend the family of Bethe subalgebras to the De Concini-Procesi wonderful compactification G Ą G and describe the subalgebras corresponding to generic points of any stratum in G as Bethe subalgebras in the Yangian of the corresponding Levi subalgebra in g. In particular, we describe explicitly all Behte subalgebras corresponding to the closure of the maximal torus in the wonderful compactification.
1. Introduction 1.1. Bethe subalgebras in the Yangian. Let g be a simple complex Lie algebra, G the corresponding adjoint Lie group, G reg the set of regular elements in G. The Yangian Y pgq is the canonical Hopf algebra deformation of the enveloping algebra Upgrtsq of the Lie algebra of polynomial maps C Ñ g. On the other hand, Y pgq is a deformation of the algebra OpG 1 rrt´1ssq of polynomial functions on the Poisson group G 1 rrt´1ss with the rational r-matrix Poisson bracket. For g " gl n this algebra appears in the works of L. Fadeev and St.-Petersburg school in the relation with the inverse scattering method, see e.g. [14] , [13] . In full generality this algebra firstly appears in the paper of V. Drinfeld [2] .
There is a family BpCq of commutative subalgebras in Y pgq, called Bethe subalgebras, parameterized by C P G. In this generality such subalgebras were first mentioned by Drinfeld [3] . For g " gl n these subalgebras were studied by M. Nazarov and G.Olshanski in [11] , for classical Lie algebras in the work of A.Molev [9] . In [8] D. Maulik and A. Okounkov define Bethe subalgebras in the RT T Yangian in connection with quantum cohomology of quiver varieties. We show that the associated graded of BpCq in OpG 1 rrt´1ssq is the subalgebra generated by all Fourier components of Tr V Cgptq for all finite-dimensional representations V of G. This implies that if C P G reg , then BpCq is a free polynomial algebra with rk g infinite series of generators of degrees 1, 2, 3, . . .. In particular, it has the same Poincare series as the Cartan subalgebra of Y pgq (Theorem 4.9). These results seem to be well-known, but we failed to find proof of them in the literature.
This allows to define limit Bethe subalgebras with the same Poincare series, considering the closure of G reg in appropriate Grassmanians, see [6] . On the other hand, one can extend the family of Bethe subalgebras using wonderful compactification of adjoint group G. In the present paper we describe the connection between these approaches.
1.2. Wonderful closure. The main purpose of this paper is to extend the definition of Bethe subalgebras to C P G, the De Concini-Procesi wonderful compactification of the group G, [1] . The latter is a smooth projective GˆG-variety which contains G as an open subset. The strata (i.e. GˆG-orbits) of G are indexed by all subsets of simple roots of g and can be described as GˆGˆG I P IˆPÍ where P I , PÍ are opposite parabolic subgroups determined by the subset of simple roots and G I is the semisimple quotient of the Levi subgroup L I " P I X PÍ . In particular, the minimal GˆG-orbit in G is just the Cartesian square of the flag variety, G{BˆG{B. The subalgebras corresponding to the boundary points of G are some new commutative subalgebras in Y pgq. We describe explicitly the subalgebras corresponding to generic points of any stratum of G. Namely, these subalgebras are conjugate to Bethe subalgebras of the Yangian of some Levi subalgebra l Ă g (Theorem 5.7). In particular, for any C in the open G-orbit on the closed stratum G{BˆG{B the corresponding Bethe subalgebra is some conjugate of the Cartan subalgebra H of Y pgq.
We show that Bethe subalgebras corresponding to boundary points of G are contained in some limit Bethe subalgebras. Moreover, we expect that the parameter space of limit Bethe subalgebras is some resolution of G, i.e. there is a proper birational surjective map from this parameter space to G.
1.3.
Restriction to the maximal torus. Our main interest is the family of Bethe subalgebras BpCq such that C is from the given maximal torus T Ă G. The action of such BpCq preserves the weight decomposition of any Y pgq-module. We show that all points in the closure T of T in the wonderful compactification G are "generic", so the subalgebras corresponding to all boundary points of T are Bethe subalgebras in the Yangians of some Levi subalgebras (Proposition 5.3). For g " sl n this gives a new proof for [6, Theorem 5.3.1] describing limit Bethe subalgebras in the Yangian of gl n as the parameter goes to the infinity.
1.4.
RT T -presentaton of the Yangian. The most convenient way to define Bethe subalgebras is the R-matrix (or RT T ) presentation of the Yangian which determines Y pgq as the algebra generated by evaluation of the universal R-matrix on some particular representation modulo quadratic relations which follow from the Yang-Baxters equation.
We follow the recent paper of Wendlandt [15] where the description RT T presentation of Y pgq for any non-trivial representation V is given. For our purpose we take V " À V pω i , 0q, the direct sum of the fundamental representations V pω i , 0q of Y pgq. In this presentation Bethe subalgebras are generated by traces of the T -matrix in all fundamental representations, i.e. the generators of a Bethe subalgebra are just linear combinations of the generators of Y pgq. Our main tool for proving Theorem 5.7 is the presentation of the Yangian of a Levi subalgebra in terms of this RT T presentation (Proposition 3.2).
1.5. The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we recall some known fact about Yangians and prove some technical propositions. In Section 3 we define an embedding of the Yangian of a Levi subalgebra to the Yangian of g in the RT T presentation. In Section 4 we define Bethe subalgebras, describe their classical limits and prove that they are free polynomial algebras for any regular value of the parameter. In Section 5 we define Bethe subalgebras corresponding to boundary points in G and describe these subalgebras for a Zariski open subset of any stratum of G. In Section 6 we compare our construction in the case g " sl n with that of [6] .
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2. Three realizations of the Yangian 2.1. Notation. Let g be a simple complex Lie algebra,G the corresponding connected simply-connected group, G "G{ZpGq the adjoint form of a group, ∆ " tα 1 , . . . , α n u the set of simple roots of g, Φ`the set of positive roots, Φ the set of all roots, tω i | i " 1, . . . , nu the set of fundamental weights. We normalize the invariant scalar product on g such that pα i , α i q " 2 for short simple roots. By t ω i we denote the element in h » h˚which corresponds to ω i by means of this
For any α P Φ`, let xὰ and xά be the elements in the corresponding root spaces of g such that pxὰ , xά q " 1. for all for all x, y, z, w P g and c, d P C, where tx λ u λPΛ is some orthonormal basis of g, tx 1 , x 2 , x 3 u " 1 24 ř πPS 3 x πp1q x πp2q x πp3q for all x 1 , x 2 , x 3 P Y pgq. Note, that in the case g fi sl 2 , the last relation can be ommited. 
We will need the following elements of Y new pgq:
Hereα is the smallest simple root such thatα " α´α is again a positive root. We will also need the following series: Remark 2.5. In the course of PBW theorem is easy to see that the set
Following Drinfeld [3] we call the subalgebra H Ă Y pgq generated by all h prq i , 1 ď i ď n, 1 ď r the Cartan subalgebra. We will need the following maximality property of the Cartan subalgebra: Proof. We have to show that everything commuting with h while the other monomials of rh p2q i , As are not. Hence the leading monomial cannot be canceled, so the commutator is not zero.
Following Wendlandt [15] we consider the Yangian Y V pgq for the Lie algebra g, where V " À i V pω i , 0q is the sum of the fundamental representations of the Yangian Y pgq. Note that the restriction of V pω i , 0q to g decomposes as
Using the technique of Verma modules one can construct the irreducible module V pλq of the highest weight λ. The following theorem is well-known.
in the sense that the right-hand side is the Laurent expansion of the left-hand side at u " 8.
Definition 2.9. A finite dimensional irreducible Y pgq-module is called fundamental if the associated polynomials are given by
Definition 2.10. The extended Yangian X V pgq is a unital associative algebra generated by the elements t
Here
and T 1 puq, T 2 puq is the image of T puq in the first (second) copy of End V .
Definition 2.11. The Yangian Y V pgq is a unital associative algebra generated by the elements t
where SpT puqq " T puq´1 is the antipode map and c g is the value of the Casimir element on the adjoint representation.
Let G 1 rrt´1ss be the first congruence subgroup of the group Grrt´1ss of Crrtsspoints of G, i.e. the kernel of the homomorphism Grrt´1ss Ñ G. Note that G 1 rrt´1ss depends only on the formal neighborhood of e P G so it is the same for the simply connected groupG.
Let OpG 1 rrt´1ssq be the ring of complex valued (polynomial) functions on G 1 rrt´1ss. By Peter-Weyl theorem the ring OpGq is spanned by matrix elements elements of all irreducible finite dimensional representations ofG. So the ring OpG 1 rrt´1ssq is generated by Fourier components of the corresponding matrix entries of G 1 rrt´1ssq. More precisely, let V be a representation ofG. To any v P V and β P V˚we assign the functions ∆ psq β,v on G 1 rrt´1ss determined as xβ, gptq¨vy " 1`8 ř 
weight vector. Note that v i and w i are unique up to proportionality since the corresponding weight spaces are one-dimensional. Let vi , wi P Vω i be the weight elements such that xvi , v i y " 1 and xwi , w i y " 1. Define ∆ ω j ,ω j puq to be the matrix entry ∆ β,v puq, with v " v j , β " vj , ∆ ω i ,s i ω i puq to be the matrix entry ∆ β,v puq with v " v i , β " wi . By definition put
The associated graded algebra with respect to this filtration is Y h {hY h . In fact, we can use the same formulas for the isomorphism. 
Recall that Rpuq " Id´Ω ρ u´1`ř kě2 R pkq u´k.
Lemma 2.21. gr Y V pgq is a Poisson algebra with the Poisson structure defined by the following formula
Proof. Let us rewrite the defining relations in the following way:
Note that only first summand gives a nonzero contribution into the Poisson bracket. Comparing the evaluation of LHS and RHS on β 1 , v 1 , β 2 , v 2 we get the assertion.
2.22. Relation between two filtrations on Y pgq. Let us fix ω i and choose a basis of V ω i such that first basis vector is v i and second is w i . In the following t p1q
vi v i . We denote ∆ ω i ,ω i puq by ∆ 11 puq, ∆ ω i ,s i ω i puq by ∆ 12 puq and ∆ s i ω i ,ω i puq by ∆ 21 puq. 
We see that t p1q 11 goes to´t ω i . Next, we have
We see that t p1q 12 goes to´xά i "´f p1q i . (Here we use the fact that the representation of sl 2 " te i , f i , h i u generated from the highest vector is 2-dimensional). Similarly, we see that t p1q 21 goes to´xὰ i "´e p1q i . Next, consider the elements t p2q 11 . Let pb ij q i,j"1,...,n be the coefficients of matrix, inverse to Cartan matrix. We have
Hence, up to linear terms we have 
Proof. The strategy of proof is as follows: first, we prove the easy part of PBW theorem, that is dim Y V pgq prq ď dim Y new pgq prq . Then we use Theorem 2.12 to obtain a surjective homomorphism between finite-dimensional filtered components.
Following [15] let us decompose End V as a representation of g:
where g is the copy of g in End V corresponding to the g action on
It follows from [15, Theorem 6.5] that Y p1q V " g p1q » g. It follows from the defining relations that there is a surjective homomorphism End V p1q Þ Ñ End V psq as g p1q -modules. Therefore, from rg p1q , W p1q s " W p1q it follows that rg p1q , W prq s " W prq . We claim that rg p1q , W prq s " W prq Ă Y pr´1q V . Indeed, T puq prq corresponds to the identity element in End V prq b End V . Here we use the isomorphism End V » pEnd V q˚. Hence
Observe, that rW prq 1 , g p1q 2 s " rΩ ρ , W prq 2 s`smaller degree terms. Using the same argument as in [15, Lemma 4.2] we conclude the claim. Now we claim that E c " 0 in our associated graded algebra. It follows from relation [15, (5.10) ] (which is still true for our filtration) and from [15, Lemma 4.13] . From [15, Proposition 5.6] it follows, that the elements of degree r from E can be represented as sums of monomials in t pkq ij with k ă r of total degree non-greater than r. Finally, we conclude that monomials in g prq , r ě 1 span Y V pgq.
From the proof of previous proposition we know that t On the other hand we know also that degree of commutator of the elements of degrees p and q is p`q´1 hence Y p2q V maps to Y p2q new surjectively. Comparing the dimensions we see that it is in fact isomorphism. Proceeding by induction we obtain the result.
Proof. From Lemma 2.21 and [7, Proposition 2.13] we see that the Poisson bracket of t prq β,v in gr Y V pgq is given by the same formulas as that of ∆ prq β,v in OpG 1 rrt´1ssq. Moreover, from Lemma 2.23 we see that the assertion of the Proposition is true for the first and second Fourier components of the matrix elements corresponding to the highest and pre-highest vectors. Namely, we have 
Yangian of Levi subalgebra
Let Q be the Dynkin diagram of g. To any Dynkin subdiagram I Ă Q we assign a Levi subalgebra l generated by the Cartan subalgebra and the simple root elements corresponding to I. It is easy to see that l is a reductive Lie algebra and l " z g pxq for certain x P h. We denote by g I the semisimple part of l i.e. g I " l{Zplq.
We define the Yangian of l as the subalgebra in Y new pgq generated by e prq i , f prq i for i P I, r P Z ě0 and h prq i , r ě 1, i " 1, . . . , n. We denote this subalgebra Y new plq. 
We define Y V plq as the subalgebra of Y V pgq generated by all Fourier components of all matrix elements t β,v puq with v P V I , β P W K " VI .
Proof.
Moreover, for any U operator R is a solution of the equation [15, (3.13) ] for U b U therefore from [5, Theorem 3.10] it follows that R is up to multiplication to f U puq P Crru´1ss is pρ I b ρ I qRp´uq, whereRpuq is the universal R-matrix for Y pg I q. Therefore,
Next, we claim that the image of Y V plq contains Y new plq. Indeed, from Proposition 2.23 we know that the image contains e Proof. Note that all t prq 11 for different ω i commute. We know that t 
be the projection.
Let T i puq " π i T puqπ i be the submatrix of T puq-matrix, corresponding to i-th fundamental representation. Definition 4.2. Let C PG. Bethe subalgebra BpCq Ă Y V pgq is the subalgebra generated by all Fourier coefficients of the following series with the coefficients in Y pgq τ k pu, Cq " tr V pω i ,0q ρ i pCqT i puq, 1 ď k ď n.
Remark. Note that Bethe subalgebra BpCq depends only on the class of C in G{ZpGq, so in fact Bethe subalgebras are parameterized by G.
Remark. We define Bethe subalgebra for a reductive Lie algebra l as the tensor product of Bethe subalgebra in Y V prl, lsq and the center. 
We obtain the following:
Moreover, we know that rρ i pCq b ρ j pCq, R ij pu´vqs " 0, because R ij pu´vq is a morphism ofG-modules.
Hence we have 
where Λ i is some basis of V ω i , g P G 1 rrt´1ss.
Remark. Note, that one can define the same subalgebra as the one generated by such traces for all finite-dimensional representations of G.
Proposition 4.6. For regular C PG, the Fourier coefficients of σ i pu, Cq are algebraically independent.
Proof. For this it is enough to prove that their differentials at a certain point of G 1 rrt´1ss are linearly independent. Note that differential of σ prq i pCq at the point e P G 1 rrt´1ss is naturally a linear functional on T e G 1 rrt´1ss " t´1grrt´1ss.
Let χ ω i P OpGq be the character of theG-module V ω i and σ prq i be the coefficient of u´r in σ i pu, Cq. We identify the tangent space T C´1G with g " T eG by the left G-action. Then we have the following Lemma 4.7. d e σ prq i pxt´sq " δ r,s d C´1 χ ω i pxq for any x P g. Proof. We have
On the other hand the differentials of the characters χ ω i at any regular point g PG are algebraically independent, see e.g. [12, Theorem 3, p .119] so we are done. Any irreducible representation can be realized as the highest subrepresentation in some tensor product of the fundamental representations. Therefore the subalgebra generated by all gr τ i pu, Cq coincides with the subalgebra generated by σ i pu, Cq. Moreover, by Proposition 4.8 the coefficients of σ i pu, Cq are algebraically independent, hence gr BpCq "BpCq. Proof. This follows from Proposition 4.8.
4.10.
Limits of Bethe subalgebras. Following [6] it is possible to construct new commutative subalgebras as limits of Bethe subalgebras. We describe here what the "limit" means. Let C be an element of G reg . Consider B prq pCq :" Y prq pgqXBpCq. We have proved that the images of the coefficients of τ 1 pu, Cq, . . . , τ n pu, Cq freely generate the subalgebraBpCq " gr BpCq Ă gr Y pgq. Hence the dimension dprq of B prq pCq does not depend on C. Therefore for any r ě 1 we have a map θ r from G reg to Ś r i"1 Grpdpiq, dim Y piq pgqq such that C Ñ pB p1q pCq, . . . , B prq pCqq. Denote the closure of θ r pG reg q (with respect to Zariski topology) by Z r . There are well-defined projections ρ r : Z r Ñ Z r´1 for all r ě 1. The inverse limit Z " lim Ð Ý Z r is well-defined as a pro-algebraic scheme and is naturally a parameter space for some family of commutative subalgebras which extends the family of Bethe subalgebras.
Indeed, any point z P Z is a sequence tz r u rPN where z r P Z r such that ρ r pz r q " z r´1 . Every z r is a point in Bpzq is a commutative subalgebra in Y pgq with the same Poincare series as BpCq for C P G reg . We call it limit subalgebra.
Proof. Indeed, Bpzq is a commutative subalgebra because being a commutative subalgebra is a Zariski-closed condition: we have B r pCq¨B s pCq Ă B r`s pCq for all C P G reg for all r, s and this product is commutative, hence we get the same for the product B 
À µăλ V µ and V λ is irreducible of regular highest weight, then the closure of the image of G in PpEnd V q is a smooth projective variety called De-Concini -Procesi wonderful compactification G. Note, that there is an action of GˆG on G by pg 1 , g 2 q¨x " g 1 xg´1 2 .
There is the following theorem about the orbit structure on G. Suppose that x P T . Here we consider x as a point in PpEnd V q. Note that in G different points have different stabilizers. Therefore, if we find the stabilizer of x then we find the corresponding point in Ť I S I . Consider R " tg | gx " xu and R´" tg | xg´1 " xu. Then R and R´are radicals of the parabolic subgroups P and P´, corresponding to the point x. Note that T Ă R. Next, we recover the parabolics P, P´as the normalizers of R, R´, respectively. We claim that corresponding subalgebras p and p´has the property, that p`p´" g, therefore this point belongs to Ť I S 00 I . To prove it we need the following antiautomorphism which is constant on h σ : g Ñ g, g α Ñ g´α for α P Φ and a non-degenrate Shapovalov form on V with the property pxv, wq " pv, σpxqwq for any x P g and v, w P V .
With respect to this form all operators from the image of T are self-adjoint, hence the same is true for all operators form T . Then σpRq " R´. But then p " σpp´q and hence p`p´" g, because h Ă p.
5.4.
Bethe subalgebras. We assign a commutative subalgebra of the Yangian to any X P G.
be again the sum of fundamental representations of the Y pgq. If we consider V as a representation of Lie algebra g, then
Consider the Segre embedding
Note that
Note that the closure of the image of G under θ is the same as that of G in ś i PpEnd pV pω i , 0qqq. So the latter is isomorphic to the wonderful closure G, see [4, Proposition 3.5].
5.5.
Limit subalgebras and the wonderful compactification. Suppose that X " pX 1 , . . . , X n q P G Ă ś i PpEnd pV pω i , 0qqq. We define the subalgebra BpXq using the same formulas as in Definition 4.2, just changing ρ i pCq Ñ X i :
On the other hand we have the scheme Z parameterizing all limit Bethe subalgebras. LetZ be the closure of G reg in ZˆG.
Proposition 5.6. For any pz, Xq PZ Ă ZˆG we have BpXq Ă Bpzq. In particular subalgebra BpXq Ă Y pgq is commutative.
Proof. BpXq Ă Bpzq is a Zariski closed condition on pz, Xq PZ Ă ZˆG which is satisfied on the open dense subset G reg ĂZ.
Our purpose is to describe these subalgebras explicitly for any X P Ť I S 00 I . Consider a point X " pg, g, xq P S 00 I , where g P G, x "x˝pr I P PpEnd pV I qq,x P G I . Let l " Ad pgqp I X Ad pgqpÍ be the corresponding Levi subalgebra.
Theorem 5.7. For any X " pg, g, xq P S 00 I , the corresponding subalgebra BpXq is Bpgxg´1q Ă Y plq Ă Y pgq, wherex P L I such that the class rxs in L I {ZpL I q isx. In particular, for any pz, Xq PZ such that X P S 00 and x P G reg I we have Bpzq " BpXq.
Proof. We have
so the generators of BpXq belong to Bpgxg´1q Ă Y plq. Note that τ i pu, Xq with i P QzI generate the center of Y plq and τ i pu, Xq with i P I generate Bethe subalgebra in Y prl, lsq. Since BpXq is conjugate to the Bethe subalgebra Bpxq in Y plq it has the same Poincaré series as the subalgebra H. Hence the Poincaré series of BpXq and Bpzq are the same, so BpXq " Bpzq.
Remark. By Proposition 5.3 the above assertion is true for any X P T .
Corollary 5.8. For X " pg, g, xq P S 00 I such that x P G I is regular, the corresponding Bethe subalgebra BpXq is a free polynomial algebra with the same Poincaré series as that of the Cartan subalgebra H Ă Y pgq.
We conjecture that the scheme Z which parameterizes limit Bethe subalgebras is a resolution of G. More precisely, we have the following Conjecture 5.9. The projection to the first factor of ZˆG gives the isomorphism ZÑZ. The projection to the second factor gives a birational proper map Z Ñ G.
6.
Example g " sl n 6.1. Definition of Bethe subalgebras. Suppose that g " sl n . Let C be a regular diagonal matrix with the eigenvalues λ 1 , . . . , λ n . There are two equivalent definitions of a Bethe subalgebra. Definition 6.2. Bethe subalgebra BpCq Ă Y psl n q is the subalgebra generated by coefficietns of the following series, k " 1, . . . , n τ k pu, Cq " ÿ are the quantum minors.
Denote by A m the antisymmetrizer ÿ σPSm p´1q σ σ P CrS m s Ă Y pgl n qrru´1ss b pEnd C n q bm . Definition 6.3. Bethe subalgebra BpCq Ă Y psl n q is the subalgebra generated by coefficietns of the following series, k " 1, . . . , n τ k pu, Cq " tr A k C 1 . . . C k T 1 puq . . . T k pu´k`1q,
where we take the trace over all k copies of End C n .
It is well-known that in this case V pω i , 0q is the pull-back of the fundamental sl n -module V ω i " Λ i pC n q under the evaluation homomorphism. Therefore V " À i V ω i . Moreover, the Y psl n q-module V pω k , 0q is the image of the operator A k in the tensor product of Y psl n q-modules V pω 1 , k´1q b V pω 1 , k´2q b . . . b V pω 1 , 0q " pC n q bk , see [10, Proposition 6.5.1]. Recall that T i puq is the submatrix of T puq-matrix, corresponding to i-th fundamental representation. It is easy to see that T 1 puq is equal to T puq under isomorphism Y V psl n q » Y C n psl n q. Therefore from an inclusion of representation it follows that T k puq is equal to T 1 pu´k`1q . . . T k puqA k " A k T 1 puq . . . T k pu´k`1q.
So we see that our Definition 4.2 of Bethe subalgebras coincides with the Definition 6.3.
Limits of Bethe subalgebras. Let us define two different embeddings:
i k : Y pgl n´k q Ñ Y pgl n q; t prq ij Þ Ñ t prq ij ϕ n´k : Y pgl k q Ñ Y pgl n q; t prq ij Þ Ñ t prq n´k`i,n´k`j According to PBW-theorem these maps are injective. By definition, put ω n : Y pgl n q Ñ Y pgl n q; T puq Þ Ñ pT p´u´nqq´1.
It is well-known that ω n is an involutive automorphism of Y pgl n q. We define a homomorphism ψ n´k " ω n˝ϕn´k˝ωk : Y pgl k q Ñ Y pgl n q.
Note that ψ n´k is injective.
Recall the description of some limit subalgebras from [6] , e.g. [6, Theorem 5.3(1)]. Theorem 6.5. Let C 0 " diag pλ 1 , . . . , λ n´k q and C 1 " diag pλ n´k`1 , . . . , λ n q. Suppose that Cptq " diag pC 0 , 0, . . . , 0 loomoon k q`t¨diag p0, . . . , 0 loomoon n´k , C 1 q P T reg (i.e. both C 0 and C 1 are regular and non-degenerate). Then lim tÑ0
BpCptqq " i k pBpC 0b ψ n´k pBpC 1 qq. Lemma 6.6. Consider the map ψ n´k : Y pgl k q Ñ Y pgl n q. We have ψ n´k pt a 1 ,...,am b 1 ,...,bm puqq " pt 1...n´k 1...n´k pu`n´kqq´1¨t 1,...,n´k,n´k`a 1 ,...,n´k`am 1,...,n´k,n´k`b 1 ,...,n´k`bm pu`n´kq From this lemma we see that generators of Bethe subalgebra ψ n´k pBpC 1Ă Y pgl n q are t 1...n´k 1...n´k pu`n´kq´1¨τ n´k`1 pu`n´k, Xq, . . . , t 1...n´k 1...n´k pu`n´kq´1¨τ n pu`n´k, Xq. We conclude that BpXq " lim tÑ0 BpCptqq.
